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Abstract
The case of an 8 year old boy with both nocturnal enuresis and nephrogenic diabetes insipidus is presented. Diagnosis of nephrogenic diabetes insipidus was based on a typical medical history, the characteristic result of a fluid restriction test, the lack of an effect of 1-desamino-8-D-arginine (DDAVP) on both urine osmolality and plasma coagulation factors and, finally, the detection of a hemizygous missense mutation within the arginine vasopressin (AVP) receptor gene. Hydrochlorothiazide treatment and dietary measures reduced the patient’s urine volume to one third of its original volume. However, this had no effect on enuresis. The daily intranasal application of DDAVP did not further reduce urine output but dramatically decreased the frequency of bed wetting. This observation contradicts the common notion that the therapeutic effect of DDAVP in nocturnal enuresis is the result of compensation for a nocturnal AVP deficit. Rather, it points to a different mode of action of DDAVP in patients with enuresis. It is hypothesised that central AVP receptors are a target of DDAVP and that they might play an important role in the pathogenesis of nocturnal enuresis.
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Treatment of primary nocturnal enuresis with 1-desamino-8-D-arginine (DDAVP) is based on the hypothesis that antidiuretic hormone secretion is insufficient during the night.1–2 It is assumed that nocturnal deficiency of arginine vasopressin (AVP) causes an increased urine volume, and that this increased urine volume exceeds bladder capacity and results in bed wetting.2 Although the therapeutic effect of DDAVP is undisputed,3 controversy still exists regarding the hypothesis of nocturnal AVP deficiency.4 5 With the following case report of an 8 year old boy with both nephrogenic diabetes insipidus and primary nocturnal enuresis we would like to contribute to the discussion about the mechanism of action of DDAVP and the pathophysiology of nocturnal enuresis.

Case report
An 8 year old boy presented with a fluid intake of 4–6 litres/day and comparably high urinary volumes. His medical history is remarkable in that several examinations for failure to thrive and muscle weakness were performed between the age of 2 and 5 years. In addition, he showed typical symptoms of nocturnal enuresis such as bed wetting for more than four nights a week and the characteristic very deep sleep. Neither a 13 year old brother nor other family members had similar symptoms.

The patient’s height of 116 cm and his weight of 19.8 kg were both within the third centile. With the exception of a systolic murmur caused by a small ventricular septal defect, the clinical examination was unremarkable.

From the medical history, diabetes insipidus was suspected and a fluid restriction test was performed. After nine hours, urine osmolality had only increased from 103 to 193 mmol/kg, and serum osmolality increased from 300 to 323 mmol/kg. The finding of a significantly increased AVP plasma concentration of 25.8 pg/ml at the end of the test, together with the fact that a test dose of DDAVP had no effect on urine osmolality, suggested nephrogenic diabetes insipidus. This diagnosis was confirmed by the lack of an effect of intravenously applied DDAVP on plasma concentrations of factor VIII and von Willebrand factor (fig 1). In particular, supranormal von Willebrand factor multimers were not seen in the patient’s plasma. A defect of the tubular AVP receptor, designated AVPR2, was therefore considered to be the underlying cause of nephrogenic diabetes insipidus in our patient.6 This was confirmed by sequencing the AVPR2 gene on chromosome Xq28. A hemizygous missense mutation (G→A) in position 410 of the AVPR2 cDNA was detected, resulting in an amino acid substitution (R137H) (fig 2).

After treatment with hydrochlorothiazide (1 mg/kg/day) and a salt restricted, low protein diet,7 the symptoms improved. Fluid intake and urinary volume decreased to 1.5–2 litres/day. However, this treatment had no effect on

Figure 1  Factor VIII and von Willebrand factor responses to DDAVP infusion. According to the method of Bichet and colleagues, blood samples were drawn every 30 minutes and centrifuged immediately. The patient received a 20 minute infusion of 0.3 µg of DDAVP/kg body weight between minutes 30 and 50. The plasma was separated and analysed for factor VIII and von Willebrand factor by coagulation assay and enzyme linked immunosorbent assay, respectively.
Figure 2 DNA sequence of exon 2 of the patient’s AVPR2 gene. The region of codon 137 exhibiting the hemizygous missense mutation G410A is shown, resulting in the amino acid substitution R137H.

Discussion
The application of DDAVP in children with enuresis is based on the hypothesis that AVP secretion is insufficient at night, resulting in an increased urine volume, which exceeds bladder capacity. Therefore, intranasal application of DDAVP (20 μg given at night) was initiated. Not surprisingly, no effect on urine volume and fluid intake could be documented; however, a significant reduction of wet nights from five to six each week to two to three each month was achieved.

The diagnosis of nephrogenic diabetes insipidus was complete in our patient, including the molecular detection of a genetic defect. The detected R137H mutation has been found in several previous cases, and the mechanism resulting in impaired receptor function has recently been elucidated. The mutant receptor protein has been shown to be retained almost completely in the interior of the cell. Although very few mutant receptors were found on the cell membrane, and although these few receptors were able to stimulate the second messenger system, all patients carrying the R137H mutation had the typical signs of nephrogenic diabetes insipidus. That receptor function was indeed severely impaired was also demonstrated in our patient, in whom pharmacologically doses of DDAVP did not result in any functional response, neither in tubular water absorption nor in endothelial release of coagulation factors.

Nevertheless, our patient showed a dramatic response to DDAVP with regard to bed wetting. Apart from renal and extrarenal AVPR2 receptors, two other types of AVP binding receptors with sequence homology to AVPR2, but a different chromosomal localisation of the corresponding genes, have been described. The first is the liver-type receptor, designated AVPR1, which mediates the vascular or pressor activity of AVP. By means of northern blotting, this receptor was also found in very small amounts in mesangial cells of the kidney. However, DDAVP is not considered to be a ligand for AVPR1 and this, together with the observation that blood pressure was not changed and fluid intake and urinary output were not increased in our patient by the administration of DDAVP, makes it unlikely that AVPR1 receptors play a role in the aetiology of disease in our patient. Another AVP binding receptor, AVPR3, is found in the brain and was originally cloned from a pituitary cDNA library. Based upon the observation that these adenohypophyseal receptors, unlike the AVPR2 receptor, did not appear to be coupled to adenylate cyclase but rather to the phospholipase C pathway, they were also designated AVPR1b receptors as opposed to the AVPR1a receptors previously characterised on liver and blood vessels. Although DDAVP was originally considered to be an agonist for AVPR1a receptor, it has recently been shown that it is a full agonist of AVPR1b receptors, with an even stronger inhibition of AVP binding to AVPR1b than to AVPR2 receptors. Therefore, from our observations, we speculate that AVPR1b receptors are a target of DDAVP in children with enuresis and that they possibly play a role in the central nervous regulation of bladder control. Indeed, it has been shown that AVPR1b expression in the brain is not confined to the anterior pituitary and that AVP also binds to several structures of the limbic system, to hypothalamic nuclei, and to the area of the nucleus of the solitary tract. Because no conclusive theory for the underlying cause of nocturnal enuresis has been formulated to date, one might speculate further that central AVPR1b receptors play an important role in its pathogenesis. The observations that nocturnal enuresis in children is characteristically combined with a very deep sleep and that nocturnal bladder control generally matures with age is more compatible with an impairment of different brain functions regulated through AVPR1b receptors than with the current theory of inappropriate nocturnal AVP secretion, which provides no explanation for these phenomena.
In summary, this unusual case points to a novel mode of action of DDAVP in children with enuresis and we suggest that central nervous AVP binding receptors play a role in the pathogenesis of nocturnal enuresis.
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